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1. Executive Summary 
 
The South African Wine Industry must address a few key challenges to remain viable: 1. 
Unsustainable Net Farm Incomes (NFI) that directly threatens its primary grape resources; 2. 
Unsustainable price to quality ratios that impacts negatively on ROI; 3. A lack of supply chain 
traceability and visibility that is a potential credibility risk as South African wines are marketed 
globally as fully traceable; 4. The inability to prevent wine counterfeiting and effectively 
manage illicit trading. These challenges and its integration with ESG business principles and 
reporting where data covering environmental, societal and governance practices is disclosed, 
can be addressed through the digitalisation or end-to-end encryption of the entire wine supply 
chain. WineLedger, a blockchain-enabled Proof of Concept for wine supply chain traceability, 
can enable this and will impact on the linear South African wine industry supply chain 
structure, conduct and performance as it converts it into a digital smart trade network to 
enhance efficiency, accountability and trust.  
 
COVID and subsequent evolving market conditions have placed a renewed focus on supply 
chain integrity as consumers demand to know the provenance of what they consume. 
Therefore, any claim about a wine product should be verifiable. As wine consumers, especially 
Gen Z and the Millennials, increasingly shop online, the need for data integrity amidst a 
growing number of counterfeited wine and illicit wine trading is crucial for brand protection 
and repeat purchases.  
 
WineLedger links certification to product traceability as it tracks and traces data on 
transactions and assets that are useful in measuring, monitoring, and controlling relevant 
performance indicators to provide credible information about people (e.g. WIETA, FairTrade 
and BBBEE accreditations), products (e.g. IPW, Organic, Biodynamic and SAWIS 
certifications) and profits (e.g. Excise duties). It is an online decentralised database that 
consists of chronologically time stamped blocks of information or data that are 
cryptographically chained to each other. The decentralised design of WineLedger ensures 
supply chain transparency and visibility in that data can publicly and or privately be securely 
and simultaneously shared and synchronised between many wine supply chain stakeholders. 
Each block represents verifiable and immutable data on bottled or bulk wines at every stage 
of its entire lifecycle in the supply chain and collectively constructs a unique digital identity 
thereof that is fully traceable. This gives rise to a new wine category called credentialed or 
provenanced wines that can be traded on a digital credentialled marketplace. 
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2. Introduction 
The South African wine industry continues to be impacted by structural and cyclical factors. 
COVID has intensified and amplified changing conditions that give rise to both threats and 
opportunities.  

 
Adapting to the changing environment successfully will ensure industry viability and enable 
wine industry stakeholders to consolidate existing markets, access new markets, increase 
margins through greater efficiencies (reduced costs), achieve sustainable pricing (provenance 
value) and satisfy new customer demands and expectations. To this effect, wine industry 
business development opportunities can be catalysed and supported by the digitalisation or 
digital transformation of the linear South African wine supply chain into a digital smart trade 
network1 via the emergence and deployment of new technologies, such as blockchain, big data, 
machine learning, AI, Internet of Things - taken together, these elements are often described 
as the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR). These technologies are turning many supply chains 
‘on its head’, as consumers are more engaged in the entire process of product design, 
procurement and referrals. Digitalisation also increases businesses’ risk exposure to 
cybersecurity threats, particularly as traditional information systems attract increased 
attention and in all of its dimensions is one of the major changing conditions and macro trends 
impacting industries across the board. However, it offers the South African wine industry 
opportunities to co-create smart trade networks that will harness viability through 
collaboration, visibility, and efficiency amongst all its stakeholders.  

 
To explore and address these business development opportunities, this report presents a pilot 
case study on the implementation of blockchain-enabled Proof of Concept (PoC) for supply 
chain events and asset traceability. DataLedger2 implemented this case study at a leading 
South African winery, leveraging and deploying blockchain technologies3. The case study 
demonstrated the in-principle merits of blockchain-enabled digitalisation and highlights some 
of the practical next steps that can be undertaken - at both an enterprise and whole-of-industry 
level - to take full advantage of blockchain as a technology convergent platform to boost 
enterprise and industry competitiveness, profitability and sustainability. This report presents 

 
1 Detailed screenshots of the implementation interfaces are at Appendix 1. 
 
2 See Appendix 3 for more information about DataLedger. 
 
3  See Appendix 2 for more information about Smart Trade Networks. 
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findings on the deployment of blockchain solutions during the 2021 South African wine 
harvest. The aim of the case study was to understand the potential application of the 
technology to develop a credentialed wine category and credentialed wine marketplace to 
highlight and offer solutions to: 
  

1. Explore the possibilities of reducing the burden of compliance through the adoption 
and application of distributed ledger technologies; 

2. Identify implementation pathways that can contribute to improved operational 
efficiency; 

3. Identify potential pathways to increase margins by expanding direct to consumer retail 
channels;  

4. Introduce credentialed wine as a new wine category and; 
5. Demonstrate how blockchain-enabled ‘whole of process’ transparency can contribute 

to the meeting of the growing requirements from consumers and regulators in the area 
of ESG reporting4. 

 

2.1. Report Structure 
This report is structured as follows: 

 
1. The next section provides an overview of the state of the South African wine industry, 

including the challenges and opportunities it faces. This section canvases issues around 
data integrity, counterfeiting and illicit trading, as well as opportunities in the export 
markets of Europe and China. 

2. The following section then introduces blockchain technologies. It provides an overview 
of blockchain in context, and also describes the key features of the Smart Trade 
Networks blockchain ecosystem  

3. The report then introduces credentialed wines, a blockchain-enabled new wine 
category and unpacks WineLedger, the DataLedger Smart Trade Networks 
credentialed marketplace Proof of Concept (PoC) that enables the tracking, tracing and 
trading of this wine category. 

 
4 Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance is an evaluation of a firm’s collective 
conscientiousness for social and environmental factors. 
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4. The report then goes into the case study. The case study involved the design and 
implementation of a first generation blockchain-enabled solution into a South African 
winery’s annual production of a single wine vintage. 

5. The last section of the report draws the threads together and outlines a proposed 3-
phase roadmap to enable the South African wine industry to capitalise on blockchain 
technologies, in combination with other strategies and resources, to ensure it is well 
positioned for sustainable growth amidst fast changing digital market conditions. 

 
The body of the report is complemented by 3 Appendixes: 

 
1. Appendix 1 provides detailed screenshots of the case study C-Panel interfaces, showing 

the processes by which assets and events were registered to the blockchain. 
2. Appendix 2 provides information on Smart Trade Networks. This is the global team 

that has designed a supply chain-specific technical infrastructure, to support the 
application of modern technologies to a diverse range of use cases. 

3. Appendix 3 provides information on DataLedger, the South Africa-based blockchain 
projects development enterprise. 

 

3. The State of the South African wine industry 
-  Challenges and Opportunities 

According to the latest VinPro wine industry cost guide5, unsustainable Net Farm Incomes 
(NFI) have limited the wine grape producer’s ability to plant new vineyards. Vineyards that 
are younger than three years comprise less than 10% of total hectares and more than 20% of 
vineyards are older than twenty years. The rapidly ageing status of vineyards will lead to 
varietal shortages and quality issues and together with low price points in export markets, are 
threatening the viability of the South African wine industry . The unsustainable NFI is either 
a function of suboptimal productivity or business model / industry structure in the face of 
domestic and international market dynamics. Grape growers are either (a) operating at sub-
optimally high cost per unit of output and / or (b) are realising a proportion of total supply 
chain value that is too low for sustainability. In short, cost recovery is not being achieved in a 
sustainable manner. Total supply chain value is the gross sales revenue achieved at the end 
consumer sales point. A supply chain effectively distributes this revenue across its functions 

 
5 VinPro 2020/2021 Cost Guide: https://portal.vinpro.co.za/vinpro-cost-guide-2020-21/ 
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and cost centres. Clarity on what each function claims out of total supply chain value is critical 
to a proper diagnosis of root causes of grape producer sustainability problems. 

 

3.1. Constrained Revenues 
Industry-wide aggregate revenue shortages are a function of (a) perceived relative value, and 
(b) total volume. Market constraints in the initial 12 months post COVID contributed to 
excessive stock, resulting in considerable downward pressure on market prices. The 
progressive alleviation of excessive stock, estimated at approximately 200,000,000L in 2020 
to approximately 60,000,000L in late 2021, has reduced some of this downward pressure6. 
This has been achieved by growing export sales, and a shift in domestic consumption from 
low-cost / high-volume to higher cost / lower-volume products. 

 
Ability to access markets (or risks of existing market access being curtailed in the future) are 
critical issues to consider going forward as producers and winemakers seek to identify 
opportunities to grow revenues and volume. Consolidating domestic consumer loyalty is a 
necessary but insufficient condition for the long term growth and prosperity of the South 
African wine industry. Export markets are pivotal to the future expansion opportunities of the 
South African wine industry. This means: 
  
●   Consolidating existing export markets (e.g., Europe, America, China) and addressing 

risks associated with continued competitive market access; 
●   Securing additional channels into new high-growth markets; and 
●   Achieving and protecting premium pricing for end products through effective product 

differentiation, consumer education and enhanced consumer experiences, and 
protecting brand value in the face of ongoing counterfeiting risks. 

  
Convergence digital technologies like blockchain (see section below, which introduces 
blockchain) integrated with Internet of Things (IoT) and Artificial Intelligence (AI) can 
contribute to a range of interventions that can improve NFI and price point performance at an 
individual producer level, or at an aggregated whole-of-industry level.  

 
Table 1 summarises the key dimensions of challenges and opportunities, the possible 
interventions and how blockchains can contribute to better outcomes. 

 
 

6 Nedbank VinPro Information Day 2022 
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Problem Possible 

Causes 
Potential Remedies Blockchain Application 

Low Grape 
Producer 
ROI 

High Cost of 
Production 
Relative to Sales 
Revenue 

Improve productivity: 
  

1.   Market driven varietal 
selections, plantings and 
wine styles - wine making 
starts in the market; 

2.  Reduce operating expenses 
e.g., water input costs; 

3.   Streamlined compliance 

Improved decision making based on 
data analytics. 
  
Digitalised documentation and 
streamlined compliance to reduce 
administration overheads. 

  Low Sales 
Revenue 

1.   Target new markets by 
adopting digital systems to 
enable ease of entry to new 
consumers, either at a 
wholesale or retail level 

Asset registration and traceability. 
Digitalised compliance systems for 
transparency. 

  High cost of 
working capital 
finance 

1.   Greater transparency will 
lead to a lower risk to 
lenders / financiers, which 
should mean access to 
cheaper funding 

Asset registration and traceability. 
Digitalised compliance systems for 
transparency. 

  Low share of 
total Supply 
Chain Value 

1.   Engage with end 
consumers better 

Digital systems will enable the end 
consumer greater product confidence 
and become more engaged in the 
supply chain process. 

Low  
Aggregate 
Revenues 

Suboptimal 
Sales Volumes 

Access new markets Technology enabled channels into 
B2C markets in Asia (eg., the strong 
and growing markets of China) can be 
supported by blockchain 
technologies. 
  
Consumers (and buyers generally) are 
concerned about product authenticity 
and counterfeiting risk. 
  
Customs regulators are seeking 
greater transparency on compliance 
at lower cost. Digitalisation on 
blockchain is central to the China 
trade model going forward. 
  
Cross border payments surety 
delivered via automated smart 
contracts. 
  
Delivering credential data on carbon 
footprint impacts likely to be a 
feature in market access issues (EU, 
China) going forward. Our solutions 
can support the meeting of these 
emerging requirements. 
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  Suboptimal 
Sales Price / 
Volume 

Price positioning based on Credence 
Claims (Provenance Value-based 
pricing) 

Transparency on credence claims 
supports provenance value based 
value claims. 
  
Direct B2C digital markets (growing 
and cultivating sticky fan bases) can 
reduce costs, increase speed to 
market and deliver higher % claims 
on total supply chain value. 

  Suboptimal 
Sales Price / 
Volume 

Price positioning based on Credence 
Claims (Provenance Value-based 
pricing) 

Transparency on credence claims 
supports provenance value based 
value claims. 
  
Direct B2C digital markets (growing 
and cultivating sticky fan bases) can 
reduce costs, increase speed to 
market and deliver higher % claims 
on total supply chain value. 

 
Table 1: Opportunities and Challenges Framework 

 

3.2. Data Integrity 
Data integrity sits at the heart of most of these potential benefits of digitalisation and 
blockchain technologies. With growing digitalisation, wine supply chains and enterprises are 
increasingly exposed to general cybersecurity threats. The wine industry is also exposed to 
additional data integrity risks, which impact the potential value growth that can be achieved 
through authenticity-driven provenance. 

3.2.1. Cybersecurity 
Wine supply chains globally are increasingly exposed to cybersecurity risks. Its underlying 
database systems that support existing regulatory and integrity systems are open to general 
cybersecurity attacks. The South African wine industry’s high level of dependency on 
technology and the internet has resulted in gaps and opportunities for cyber attackers to 
exploit. Cyber-attacks have become increasingly targeted and complex due to more 
sophisticated pieces of malware being leveraged and the increasing threat of professional 
cyber organisations. These cyber criminals are attempting to steal valuable data, such as 
intellectual property (IP), personal identifiable information (PII), financial data, and are 
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resorting to highly profitable strategies such as monetizing data access through the use of 
advanced ransomware techniques or by disrupting overall business and industry operations.  

 
Distributed ledger technologies (DLTs) will help to improve cyber defence in the South African 
wine industry as the platform can help prevent and better manage respective fraudulent 
activities through consensus mechanisms, and detect data tampering based on its underlying 
characteristics of immutability, transparency, auditability, data encryption and operational 
resilience (including no single point of failure). It provides a way of recording transactions or 
any digital interaction in the wine industry that is secure, transparent, auditable and efficient.  

3.2.2. Wine Counterfeiting and Illicit Wine Trading 

Counterfeiting (adulteration, tampering and simulation) includes cases where fraudsters do 
not follow the regulatory definitions of good manufacturing practices (GMPs), good 
agricultural practices (GAPs) or good hygiene practices (GHPs) and is characterized as the 
misrepresentation of the identity or the source of products to deceive the purchaser into 
believing that he/she is buying the original goods.  

 
Wine is one of the most counterfeited food products, as confirmed by several scandals, such 
as the Italian case of Brunello and Rosso di Montalcino7 and the Cotes-du-Rhone fraud case 
in France8. The South African wine industry is not immune to this9. It is exposed to risks 
associated with data malfeasance which emerges as either product counterfeiting or illicit 
alcohol trading. Threats of lost revenue, destroying brand image and customer loyalty and 
trust have driven wine businesses globally to adopt anti-counterfeiting measures. 
Counterfeiting can pose serious health risks for customers who depend on assurances of the 
origin and authenticity of products they buy. These guarantees of product origin and 
compliance to process specifications are also essential for wine industry supply chain 
stakeholders – such as wine importers, distributors, resellers, specialized wine shops and hotel 
and catering service providers – since counterfeited products detected by customers are 
among the major causes of legal disputes or damage to companies’ reputations. 

 
The South African Liquor Brand Owners Association (SALBA), the Beer Association of South 
Africa (BASA), and VinPro, a South African wine industry regulatory body, in a joint statement 
confirmed that there has been a “dangerous increase” in the illicit sale of alcohol due to COVID 

 
7 https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0956713517302098 
8 https://www.connexionfrance.com/article/French-news/Massive-Cotes-du-Rhone-wine-fraud-revealed 
9 https://www.food24.com/beware-wine-drinkers-bootleggers-could-be-ripping-you-off-with-fake-wine/ 
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prohibitions. Citing a research report by Euromonitor International which they help 
commissioned titled, Illicit Trade: Alcoholic Drinks in South Africa in 2020, they found that 
illicit alcohol trade “has grown at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 17% since 2017 
and now stands at 12% of the R177.2 billion total industry market value.” According to these 
findings, the illicit alcohol trade sales by volume have overtaken the entire combined wine and 
cider sectors. This cost the South African Revenue Service (SARS) more than R10 Billion in 
lost income during 2021.  
 
Counterfeiting and illicit trading is an attack on the current South African Wine Industry 
Information Systems (SAWIS) and other industry systems that produce data in the form of 
labels and wine certification seals. As supply chain criminals become increasingly 
sophisticated, traditional barriers - such as printed labels and seals - have emerged as risk 
vectors, as they are increasingly easy to emulate and copy. Mechanisms are needed to 
effectively regulate or manage it.  

 

4. Credentialed Wines: A New Wine Category 
4.1. Introduction 
Digitalisation of the wine supply chain enables the emergence of a new wine category: 
Credentialed or Provenanced Wine. This is a stepwise evolution from the traditional practices 
of terroir provenance and creates both new consumer experiences as well as new value-
creating opportunities. This new wine category gains traction not only through existing 
physical and digital channels, but could be amplified through the development of a wine 
credentialed marketplace. 

 
A Credentialed Wine is one in which every bottle of wine has a unique digital identity. Wine 
brands can manage individual bottles as digital assets on the blockchain by capturing and 
providing data from harvesting in the vineyard to fermentation in the cellar, to warehousing 
and distribution to the point of sale. Data updates such as winemaker information, tasting 
notes, stock availability, logistics, environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues etc. can 
now be shared in ‘near real-time’ with consumers in a post-Covid marketplace where 
traceability is the key brand differentiator.  
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4.2. Speeding Up Wine Transactions  
In wine wholesale (high volume) transactions contexts, particularly in cross-border trading 
scenarios, credentialed wines enable streamlined customs clearance and payments. This 
reduces uncertainty and speeds up product and financial flows, benefiting all concerned. 
Digitalised escrow payments platforms can also be deployed to reduce payments risk, and at 
the same time, significantly lower transaction costs through the removal of intermediaries. 
Transaction fees for international wine trade can be significant, and automated smart 
contract-enable cross border escrow settlement platforms can deliver major savings. 

 
Increasingly, global wine trade is becoming digitised with an expectation that in the near 
future, wine trade will be entirely paperless. A driver in this global transformation is the rapid 
development and deployment of blockchain platforms in China, with a view that this 
infrastructure be the preferred channels through which cross-border data exchange and trade 
is undertaken. Credentialed wine can in time contribute to enhanced governance - both from 
the point of  view of improved productivity, and also from the perspective of streamlined 
regulatory compliance.  
 
Data can be used to automate a workflow, triggering the next action when conditions are met. 
Setting up automated process check-points using smart contracts can mitigate risk of non-
compliant actions taking place (which could compromise product and process quality). This 
can apply to SAWIS-regulated processes with automated ‘stop / go’ check-points based on 
digitised forms at specific points in the South African wine supply chain, as well as to 
commercial transactions. For commercial transactions, the satisfaction of pre-determined 
terms and conditions can trigger automated execution of the agreement with increased 
certainty for all concerned. A network of computer nodes executes actions that could include 
releasing funds to the appropriate parties, registering a brand at retail level, sending 
notifications, or issuing invoices. The blockchain is then updated when the transaction is 
completed. That means the transaction cannot be changed, and only parties who have been 
granted permission can see the results.  
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4.3. Selling the Problem you Solve 
In the emerging digital era, Generation Z and Millennial wine consumers are the new wine 

consumption influencers10. They are not traditional passive buyers of wine products at the end 

of the wine value chain. Instead they want to be active partners throughout the lifecycle of 
wine products and its associated services. Whilst the credentialed wine category can address 
the needs of the established wine consumer wrt origin and authenticity, it is specifically aimed 
at attracting and serving Gen Z and Millennials who are part of and driving the connected 
world through advanced technology and collaborative applications. These consumers have 

already impacted the wine business. Millennials created the thriving rosé wine market11 and 

Gen Z, who has never known life without the internet, demands better online marketing12.The 
Gen-Z and Millennial consumer want more personalized experiences with wine products, with 
the added convenience of acquisition whether it be online or in-store. This niche consumer is 
ready to switch brands for a better engagement, better price, or faster delivery. At the same 
time, they are also willing to pay a premium, forge a loyal relationship, and become brand 
advocates if they are well connected with a wine brand through a value-based association. 
Credentialed  wines  open up new value channels for this consumer by way of associated data 
and digital experiences where wine sales can now be differently enabled in a number of ways 
(multi-channel), to maximise market reach and engagement, viz13: 

1. In physical point of sales environments, consumers can be provided with scannable 
codes, enabling them to access additional digital content as part of their purchasing 
experience, with asset data validatable in blockchains; 

2. Traditional e-commerce platforms can now provide consumers with links to 
provenance data for the product, with the transaction executed via existing payment 
gateways. The provenance data is blockchain-enabled; 

3. Credentialed digital marketplaces can also be created and activated, so that the 
transactions are also recorded on the blockchain to provide comprehensive asset 
traceability from production through to consumption; 

4. Post sales, consumers can query the provenance background of products as well. 
Additionally, consumers can be mobilised through loyalty programs, which can be 

 
10 https://www.winemag.com/2020/12/15/millennial-wine-market/ 
11 https://www.businessinsider.com/rose-wine-millennial-obsession-wont-die-according-to-master-
sommelier-2018 
12 https://www.winebusiness.com/news/article/218675/ 
13 This draws on the research and development undertaken in the context of the Australian beef supply 
chain, and export markets into China. The value-flows processes utilising smart contracts and tokens 
has been described in the BeefLegends Industry Report https://eprints.qut.edu.au/213769/ 
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tracked on blockchain technologies to ensure integrity and build market confidence in 
the systems; and 

5. Credentialed wines  can also be used as part of a rewards program that enables the real 
consumers of products (those with the corresponding digital assets) to make 
meaningful reviews only on the basis that they can prove they have consumed the 
product they are reviewing. This will go a long way towards cutting out fraudulent and 
misleading conduct in the ‘reviews’ space. 

 

Technology, data, computing capability and production agility enable wine producers to treat 
wine consumers as active and connected individuals instead of a mass of passive users.  
Generation Z and Millennial14 wine consumers are not attuned to mass market and mass 
communication strategies where the wine producer developed wines for the mass market, 
produced it through economies of scale, pushed it to retail, and performed one-way promotion 
through advertisement to build consumer awareness to get them to buy wines. This type of 
supply chain management process with the inherent nature of product standardization, 
central order aggregation, mass production–storage–transportation, and limited customer 
touchpoints results in limited value creation and passive consumers. Further, the traditional 
linear wine supply chain is not designed to solve the complex challenges of a digitally enabled, 
customer-centric world. Next generation customer-focused processes, enabled by 
technological capabilities that govern collaboration, communication, and operational 
optimization, have arrived. With the rising adoption of online shopping channels in the past 
decade, the convenience of same-day home delivery has transformed supply chain processes, 
allowing consumer involvement from product design to manufacture and delivery.  

The consumer connect process looks completely different in a digitalised supply chain as 
compared to the traditional supply chain. Gen Z and Millennial wine consumers use different 
channels to talk about the wine enterprise, interact with the brands, and connect with the 
producer directly and as a result are active connected nodes on the digital wine supply chain. 
This consumer talks about the brand and the product and is not shy to share opinions, both 
good and bad. This information sharing is enabled by multiple digital channels like Google, 
Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, WhatsApp, WeChat, YouTube, LinkedIn etc. Though 
traditional communication channels (TV, newspaper, mail coupon) are still relevant, the 
market is more influenced by the actual reviews, experiences, and recommendations, often 
shared via these social media platforms. Traceability, convenience, and a delightful experience 

 
14 https://www.wine-searcher.com/m/2020/12/millennials-finally-thirsty-for-wine 
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have become the differentiators for purchase and brand advocacy decisions. Benefits 
of  trading in credentialed wines as an offering to these new influencers include: 

1. Speed, efficiency and accuracy with no paperwork to process and no time spent 
reconciling errors that often result from manually filling in documents; 

2. Dependability and transparency as no third parties are involved, and because 
encrypted records of transactions are shared across participants, the authenticity of 
information can be audited; 

3. Security as blockchain transaction records are encrypted, which makes them very hard 
to alter as each record is connected to the previous and subsequent records and hackers 
would have to alter the entire chain to change a single record; and 

4. Savings due to the removal of  intermediaries to handle transactions and, by extension, 
their associated time delays and fees. 
 

Credentialed wines transform the consumer experience from a transactional consumer 
interaction when the wine is bought to a holistic consumer engagement throughout the 
product life-cycle. The consumer is an active participant in the wine business process and not 
a passive recipient of products and one-way information. The wine producer and consumer 
are connected in a collaborative manner and know each other through the data shared via the 
digital technology platforms and channels. This allows for innovative ways to address the 
consumer’s requirements in near real-time and becomes the driving force of the wine 
production, processing, and logistics processes. The reimagined consumer connect processes 
and capabilities are supported by the advanced technologies that are transforming the way 
products are designed, manufactured, planned, tracked, and serviced. These technologies are 
also changing the sales channels, both the physical stores and the online gateways. 
 

4.3.1. Contributing to Export Market Growth 

Accessing, consolidating and expanding export markets are critical for the medium to long 
term South African wine industry growth and sustainability. Historically, the European Union 
(EU) market has been a major buyer of South African wines. In recent years, the China market 
has also opened up. These markets demonstrate in their own ways the challenges and 
opportunities that can be addressed through effective digitalisation and in particular, 
blockchain enabled digitalisation. 
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4.3.1.1.  The European Union – Carbon Free Wines 
 
The European Union (EU) market is the largest export destination for South African wines. 
Access to this market has been facilitated under the free trade agreement (FTA) that has been 
in place since 2000. Under the FTA, South African wines have enjoyed preferential market 
access in the EU market. South Africa exports more bulk than bottled wine to the EU.  

 
The European market is likely to be impacted by the recently introduced Carbon Border 
Adjustment Mechanism (CBAM). Whilst the extent and scope of application remains unclear, 
the macro policy intent is to “level the playing field” insofar as carbon non-performers are 
concerned. The CBAM will work as follows: 

 
• The EU importers will buy carbon certificates corresponding to the carbon price that 

would have been paid, had the goods been produced under the EU’s carbon pricing 
rules. 

• Conversely, once the non-EU producer can show that they have already paid a price for 
the carbon used in the production of the imported goods in a third country, the 
corresponding cost can be fully deducted for the EU importer. 

 
The CBAM will be phased in gradually, and will initially apply to a selected number of goods 
at high risk of carbon leakage, namely: iron and steel, cement, fertiliser, aluminium and 
electricity generation. The European Commission has indicated that at the conclusion of the 
transition period, it will assess the performance of the CBAM and whether to extend it scope 
to more products and services - including down the value chain, and whether to cover so-called 
‘indirect’ emissions (e.g. carbon emissions from the electricity used to produce the good). 

 
So far, the CBAM will not directly impact the South African wine industry. However, it is worth 
noting that there is potential for application scope creep. Additionally, aside from regulation-
imposed cost factors, EU consumers are increasingly influenced in their purchasing 
preferences by issues such as carbon footprint impacts. To avoid being caught up in the 
adjustment mechanism issues, exporters would be well-positioned if they could demonstrate 
that their supply chains are delivering positive carbon mitigation outcomes.  
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4.3.1.2. China – Tamper Free Wines 
 

Whereas wine exports to the EU decreased in 2020 in the shadow of COVID, exports to China 
have increased substantially over the past 2 years. In 2019, South African wines accounted for 
approximately 1% of the Chinese market. Australian wines made up 35%. However, the 
imposition of increased tariffs on Australian wines in March 2021 has, in the view of many 
analysts, opened up an important window of opportunity for South African wines to secure its 
position in this rapidly growing market. 

 
The China market has been growing strongly over the past two decades. Wine Intelligence 
estimates that there are 52 million wine drinkers in China, from an urbanised population of 
approximately 900 million persons. China’s wine consumption market has historically been 
dominated by speculative and prestige drinking. However, it is becoming more stable as the 
urbanised middle classes begin to take up wine consumption. On the back of this, the China 
wine market is expected to expand from US$14.8 billion in 2018 to US$18 billion by 2023.  

 
Domestically produced wines had for a long time dominated the China market. But the balance 
has now changed. According to the China Alcoholic Drinks Association (CADA), imported 
wines have now overtaken Chinese wine to be the main category consumed in China, taking 
up 60% market share in volume terms. The outbreak of COVID saw a drop in wine 
consumption, with strict lockdown measures attributed as the main reason. Reduced food 
service trade has not yet been strongly substituted by home consumption. Indeed, the vast 
majority of wine consumption in China is concentrated in restaurants, hotels, bars and other 
on-trade premises. In China, there are over 7.1 million full-service restaurants, 18.2 million 
fast food restaurants. That said, about 20% of all wine sales is via e-commerce platforms 
(2020). Wine now accounts for about 25% of all online alcohol sales. This is expected to 
increase as consumers (especially younger ones) move from traditional grain-based liquor to 
wines. 

 
Of China’s 52 million wine drinkers, the majority live in the well-developed tier 1 and tier 2 
cities of Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen and Chengdu. Demographically, those aged 
between 20 and 34 years of age are the main drivers for wine consumption. Of the total value 
of wine consumed, about 30% is concentrated in Guangdong Province, adjacent to Hong Kong. 
Guangdong Province has China’s highest GDP and is anchored by the cities of Guangzhou and 
Shenzhen. The proposed Greater Bay Area urbanisation plan for the region will see the region’s 
urbanised population grow from 75 million today to 100 million by 2030. Data from the 
Guangdong Alcoholic Drinks Association show that premium drinks priced at US$93 and 
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above generated approximately US$2.9 billion in sales in 2021. This represented an increase 
of 26.7% on the previous year. Aside from tier 1 and tier 2 markets, the ongoing urbanisation 
of China’s population tier 3 and 4 cities will open up new market opportunities. These can be 
serviced through a combination of physical and online channels. 

 
While the China market offers both scale and growth, it is a highly competitive market. 
Additionally, there are many challenges and risks, including the risk of product counterfeiting. 
Fake wines, as well as adulterated wines, can cause lasting brand damage. So, while the 
mainstream e-commerce platforms have provided high-volume / high-exposure channels to 
market, they also open up authentic wine producers to significant counterfeiting risk.  

 
Chinese consumers are increasingly aware of these risks, and are looking to technology to help 
deliver greater confidence in the authenticity of products and the credibility of merchants. 
Blockchain technology is recognised to be one such technology, which can aid legitimate 
supply chain players in gaining fair value and mitigating brand damage risk at the same time. 
 

5. Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) 
Reporting 

ESG is more than ticking boxes. It’s about making a difference and creating sustained 
outcomes that drive value and fuel growth whilst strengthening the environment and society. 
In the wine industry it's about creating a tangible, practical plan that achieves real results 
through embedding these principles and more across the wine supply chain - from investment 
to innovation - for sustainable business advantage and measurable value.  From an ESG 
reporting perspective, WineLedger can assist the industry at 3 levels: 
 

• Measuring the industry’s impact on global warming wrt carbon abatement (i.e. IPW) 
by creating carbon neutral wines 

• Tracking fair labour practices (i.e. Fair Trade, WIETA, BBBEE) to focus on the human 
element of winemaking which highlights the size and nationality of the picking crew, 
total number of hectares owned and bottles produced, length of harvest and workday, 
housing and meals provided, as well as farming philosophy; smart labelling can depict 
this on the bottle 

• Facilitate collective action and collective responsibility wrt certification protocols and 
standards (i.e. SAWIS, ISO, Organic, Biodiversity, Traceability) in attaining B Corp 
status in meeting the highest standards of social and environmental performance 
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In the last few years, the South African wine industry has started to integrate sustainability 
into regulatory frameworks and strategies. In this context, the most relevant entrepreneurial 
challenge is to align ESG issues with economic gain. Globally, embedding sustainability into 
businesses have increased competitive advantage and foster the innovation process. However, 
the implementation of sustainable practices is subjected to many barriers, viz: lack of 
awareness, knowledge, and information within the wine businesses; the lack of measurement 
of benefits and increased time and costs; the lack of communication and information among 
stakeholders; and the lack of evaluation tools.  
 
WineLedger can support ESG reporting through data collection, storage, and consequential 
data certification across the overall supply chain to overcome this. For instance, the 
assessment of the carbon footprint of one product requires detailed knowledge about 
procurement, processing practices, and transportation across the product value chain on a 
grape to glass basis, and this implies a collective effort across the overall wine supply chain 
and a proactive contribution of the diverse supply chain stakeholders that can be enabled by 
blockchain technologies.  
 

6. The DataLedger Solution  

6.1. Blockchain Technology 

A blockchain is a decentralised digital ledger, in which updates take place via the satisfaction 
of transparent rules. The ledger is maintained across a network of computers, which are 
typically operated by multiple parties. Cryptography is used to secure the identity of 
participants and generate secure transaction receipts enabling the authentication of data. The 
result of this series of technical design features is an information system that: 

 
• Is resilient, as the data is persistent and not at risk of a ‘single point of failure’; 
• Ensures data is tamper-resistant; 
• Prevents data repudiation; and 
• Delivers high levels of data integrity and reliability. 

 
Blockchains store data in blocks. Blocks are created at specific time intervals (usually 
measured in seconds; different blockchains). Different blockchains will have different block 
sizes and formation periods. Each block includes the cryptographic hash of the prior block in 
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the blockchain for linking the two sequential blocks. The linkages of blocks thus form a chain 
of blocks. All blockchains operate by what is called a consensus mechanism. The consensus 
mechanism does two things: 

 
1. It is a mechanism by which a network of computers choses one of them to propose the 

next data block; and 
2. It ensures that the majority of computers in the network maintain the same ledger as 

the valid ledger version, and keeps the computers synchronised. 
 

6.2. The Smart Trade Networks Infrastructure 
Distributed ledgers are an important response to the growing threat of cybersecurity risks in 
supply chains. The STN blockchain infrastructure contributes systems that go towards 
mitigating the data security risks that traditional centralised information systems experience. 
The STN infrastructure also supports highly time- and resource-efficient pathways to industry 
or enterprise specific implementations of blockchain-enabled resources tracking, tracing and 
trading functionalities. 

6.2.1. General Purpose Supply Chain Design 
STN is a blockchain-enabled technology infrastructure that has been specifically designed to 
support the tracking, tracing and trading of assets in complex supply chains. Enabling the 
linking of physical and digital assets is a key element of the STN technology suite, using a range 
of technologies to enable digital twins to be created and accounted for.  The key features of the 
STN blockchain are summarised Table2. 

 

Property Description Comment 

Consensus 
Mechanism 

Proof of Authority (POA) The PoA mechanism has three core benefits compared to other 
consensus protocols (eg., proof of work and proof of stake): 
 
 

1. To become a participant node, the identities of 
participants are known; and 

2. Controllable data state update costs (not exposed to 
‘gas’ price fluctuations); and 

3. Compliance-ready for integration with fiat currency-
only models. 

Node 
Architecture  

Three Node Layers: 
 
 

1. Authority Node; 
2. Publishing Nodes; 

Each node type fulfils different functions, demanding different 
resources. Archive Nodes are readily deployable by individual 
businesses, and provide data security for that business, and also 
contribute to overall network data resilience. 
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3. Archive Nodes. 

Operating 
Protocol 

Ethereum Virtual Machine 
(EVM) compatible 

This ensures compatibility with many other blockchains, and 
therefore enables the delivery of cross-chain interoperability.  

Coding 
Language 

Solidity This is the custom language for the EVM. There is a large 
developer community globally, enabling long-run support and 
development capacity. 

Blocks 15s A new block is created every 15 seconds.  

Permissions Yes. To install and operate 
a Node, permission is 
required from the 
Authority Node 

This permission structure complements the consensus 
mechanism described above. 

Smart 
Contracts 

160+ The blockchain has over 160 smart contracts already, which 
delivers function calls to support a diverse array of supply 
chain-related requirements. 
 
Additional smart contracts can be developed to suit specific 
requirements. 

Data Schema REA This is the Resources Events Agents supply chain accounting 
schema that underpins the data architecture that grounds the 
logic of the smart contracts layer. This approach provides 
robust and academically validated methods for structuring 
industry and business data, with a semantic language that is 
suitable for machine learning and AI analytics in the future. 

Interfaces 1. WebApp 
2. Mobile App 
3. RFID Reader 

We presently have three user interfaces for data ingestion. The 
WebApp delivers the full suite of enterprise level functionality, 
and functions like a C-Panel. 
 
The Mobile App is a generic asset registration interface, 
designed specifically to introduce users to the possibilities of 
blockchains. The Mobile App is also designed to support 
industry and enterprise level customisation. We have 
customisations for the beef supply chain (Australia), for 
example. 
 
The RFID Reader scans RFID chips directly into the blockchain, 
as an Assets Registration and Assets Events update interface. 
This tool is designed specifically for high volume inventory 
tracking. 

 
Table2: STN Proof of Authority Network Properties 
 
The STN digital infrastructure stack is built in 3 layers: 

 
1. Layer 1 is the foundational blockchain itself. 
2. Layer 2 is a growing series of smart contracts - software applications that enable and 

support certain commands and actions. 
3. Layer 3 is the user experience layer of Applications, which enable users to interact with 

the blockchain by uploading transactions or querying transactions. 
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Figure 1: Blockchain Enabled Ecosystem Technology and Project Stack 
 
 
The STN ecosystem includes a series of general purpose smart contract functional modules, 
which support the development of specific supply chain and asset class applications. At the 
heart of the integrity system is a technology-enabled Social Consensus protocol. Here, through 
ongoing research undertaken in partnership with researchers at Queensland University of 
Technology (QUT), an organic multi-sig protocol has been developed, which introduces the 
dynamics of socially derived reputations and accountability through transparency.  

 

6.2.2. Credentialed Marketplace & Atomic Transactions 
The STN team has also integrated supply chain asset registration and tracking with a 
Credentialed Marketplace. The marketplace is activated by way of escrow transaction smart 
contracts, and currently supports Web3-enabled transactions.  This can be seen in the 
screenshot of the digital asset view below (Figure 2). Notice that in the top right corner of the 
screen, there is a <Connect to Metamask> button. Metamask is a general purpose Web3 wallet, 
with extensions implemented into the STN asset view WebApp. If a user has a Metamask 
wallet, they can link that wallet to the website, which will then enable them to execute the <Buy 
Asset> function. 

 
The <Buy Asset> function activates an escrow transaction smart contract (we call it a ‘deal 
room’). The buyer deposits funds from their Web3 wallet to the ‘deal room’, and the asset 
owner then deposits the digital asset identification certificate / token to the same deal room. 
The buyer can review the digital asset to be satisfied that it is what they are wishing to 
purchase. At this point, both parties can withdraw from the deal. When the buyer is satisfied 
that the asset is satisfactory, then can they proceed to complete the transaction. The 
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transaction that is supported in the ‘deal room’ is what is called an ‘atomic transaction’. Once 
executed, the buyer is immediately able to withdraw the digital asset to their own wallet, and 
the seller can withdraw the payment. 

 
The benefits of enabling blockchain-native transactions is that the traceability links remain in 
place all the way through to final sale. The transaction (exchange of payments for digital asset) 
are tracked on the blockchain, and Wallet ID of transacting parties and the details of the 
transaction are auditable. The other significant benefit of this kind of transaction is speed. A 
completed transfer of assets and funds takes place within 15 seconds - that is, the time it takes 
for the next block to be produced in the blockchain. 

    
 

 

Figure 2: Screenshot - Asset View with Buy Function 

 

6.2.3. Continual Improvement 
The infrastructure is continually in development and improvement and benefits from research 
collaboration with Queensland University of Technology (QUT) and the Commonwealth of 
Australia co- funded Future Food Systems Cooperative Research Centre. The R&D team is 
involved in world leading research in the application of cryptographic technologies to complex 
supply chain requirements, with a focus on enabling high-speed, low-cost transactions based 
on a high degree of data integrity. Its R&D focus also includes cross-border transactions, which 
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involves resolving technical designs that are compliant with the diverse legal requirements of 
different governments in terms of data security, privacy, and data sovereignty / localisation. 

 

6.3. WineLedger 
DataLedger co-created with Smart Trade Networks a blockchain protocol, WineLedger, to 
track, trace and trade wine as unique digital identities on the blockchain. The WineLedger 
solution leverages the general purpose functionality of the STN blockchain and smart 
contracts infrastructure. The WineLedger solution is an industry-specific Layer 3 Application 
designed specifically to meet the needs of the South African wine industry, leveraging the 
functional capabilities of the existing smart contracts (layer 2) and base layer 1 
blockchain. WineLedger leverages the STN technology stack to enable, cost-effective and time-
efficient, user access to core supply chain asset registration, tracking and tracing functions and 
asset transactions functions. In addition, WineLedger is designed to support: 

 
1. Wine industry specific data ingestion requirements. This includes new IOT integration 

pathways, as well as data querying capabilities into existing data systems. 
Opportunities to introduce progressive documentary digitisation is a key feature of the 
WineLedger design intention. 

2. Customised data schemas applicable to the grape and wine industry, which builds 
where possible on existing (global) data ontologies. Such approaches ensure a 
foundational layer of data design that is intelligible globally. Think of it as a common 
grammar that enables actors from different parts of the supply chain - in different 
countries - to interact with each other on the basis of a common linguistic frame.  

3. Customised data access, visualisation and analytical dashboards relevant to the 
specific stakeholders in the wine supply chain. Due consideration to privacy and 
commercial confidentiality is necessary in designing this layer of data provisioning. 

4. Cross-border data flows, as applicable; including compliance with the requirements of 
the China marketplace. There are both technical considerations to be taken into 
account, as well as legal issues to be addressed for all jurisdictions involved. 

 
The WineLedger proof of concept (PoC) technology stack is cost and time effective to 
implement and to integrate into existing legacy systems (i.e., IPW, SAWIS, WineMS, 
WineOnline), enables easy to use data uploading from a mobile phone or tablet and provides 
education/training programmes to ease adoption and digitalisation of the industry. 
WineLedger further enables improved connectivity, greater visibility, resource optimization, 
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and faster response time and can assist the wine industry with holistic decision making across 
the entire wine supply chain. It enables the use of multi-sig protocols so that its stakeholders 
can self-regulate and self-strengthen the digital wine supply chain, thereby producing real-
time information to make informed decisions, anticipate risks, and provide better end-to-end 
visibility to accelerate production, distribution, and delivery to customers.  
 
WineLedger enables collaboration across competitive and untrusted supply chain participants 
to improve collective wine supply chain performance. Through smart contracts, transactions 
can be developed and automatically executed on decentralised systems creating an immutable, 
time-stamped, and everlasting means of record keeping. WineLedger will convert the  linear 
and siloed South African wine supply chain into a transparent and  interconnected and digital 
smart trade network. The entire South African linear supply chain model can be transformed 
into a more dynamic digital smart trade network (Fig. 3) that is an integrated set of digitally 
enabled supply chain capabilities powered by an interconnected flow of information. 
WineLedger provides a digital core or convergent technology platform where all wine supply 
chain stakeholders, regulatory frameworks and market forces can be integrated into one 
always connected transparent value chain. 

 

 
 
Figure 3: Digital Smart Trade Network 
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7. FAIRVIEW Case Study: ‘21 Rose Quartz (RQ’21) 
 
The industry partner involved in the case study was Fairview Wines, a privately owned and 
award winning working farm with a focus on fine wine and cheese. It is a vertically integrated 
enterprise with vineyards and production facilities under the same ownership and 
management. Fairview Wines is well known across the industry as an innovator and a leader, 
regularly pushing boundaries to grow profitability and new markets. To assist with a 
comprehensive case study opportunity, DataLedger engaged with Fairview to explore how 
digitalization of its supply chain utilising blockchain and blockchain-enabled technologies 
could (i) streamline compliance; (ii) improve operational efficiencies and (iii) improve 
profitability. For these purposes, Fairview identified its Rose Quartz 2021 (RQ’21) vintage for 
the case study. As the project began prior to the harvest, DataLedger was able to track the 
entire process from ‘planning to harvest’ through to final bottling and labelling. This whole-
of-process opportunity provided tremendous evaluation opportunities and learnings.  
 

7.1. Drivers 
Fairview Wines recognises that consumer preferences and demands are continually evolving. 
To maintain a successful position in the marketplace, and meet the needs of its extensive 
consumer community (e.g. ~165,000 Facebook followers), it is necessary to adopt a continual 
improvement attitude and explore opportunities to embed new technologies into existing 
processes.  Consumer expectations are constantly and rapidly changing and to be successful, 
Fairview must be an agile, cost effective wine supply chain network, capable of providing in 
time products and services in line with changing market demands. To achieve all of this, 
Fairview, instead of having an “on and off” consumer transactional interaction, must have a 
value-adding relationship where its consumers are connected and integrated within the RQ’21 
network to exchange information along the life-cycle of the wine product.  

 

7.2. Design Considerations 
To design and apply blockchain-enabled solutions to this use case, DataLedger worked with 
the winery’s leadership team to design an approach that would enable the evaluation of the 
technical and non-technical challenges and opportunities. 
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7.2.1. REA Schema 
The application of supply chain digitisation and tracking tools within the blockchain context 
was done against a modified Resources Events Agents (REA) supply chain mapping 
framework. The REA framework is an approach with a long academic pedigree, conceived and 
designed to support integration into sophisticated digital information systems. For the case 
study, the following are the main Event types: 

 
1. Asset production (<produce>). This is when a digital twin of a real world asset is 

registered to the blockchain, with unique identification. For the case study, the assets 
included: 

1. The Notification to Harvest; 
2. Wine grape and the harvesting of them; 
3. The production of juice from the harvested grapes; 
4. The production of the blended wine, through the blending of different juices; 
5. The bottling of the wine (in batches); and 
6. The individual labelling of the wines, through the application of wine labels. 

 
2. Asset measure updates (<measure>). A measure update is a broad classification 

of any event in which an attribute of the asset is added or new information provided. 
An update event could, for example, include: 

a. Pick-up / drop-off events (in which the asset is moved from one location to 
another); 

b. An attribute update, such as weighing of the asset, or the testing results of the 
wine; 
 

• Documentation Assets (<produce>), which included the following identified 
documentary assets: 

a. SAWIS BG01 
b. SAWIS BG03 
c. WS Press Register 
d. BG6 WSR1 
e. WSB Record 
f. SAWIS 6 
g. BG09 
h. BG11 and BG11 
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 Figure 4: REA Schema for the Wine Case Study 
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The REA-informed schema for the case study is depicted at Figure 4 above. It shows the key 
asset registration <produce> events, linked by way of a series of <measure> events and 
associated documentary production events. The Figure also shows, by way of the green ticks, 
those events that were registered to the blockchain for the purposes of the case study. The 
mapping process demonstrates how it is possible to integrate the different data planes within 
one schema, so that data preconditions could be used as progress control points during the 
supply chain process.  

7.2.2. Digital Asset Certificate (DAC) Minting 
When assets are registered via the <produce> function, the user can choose to ‘mint’ a unique 
Digital Asset Certificate (DAC) for that asset. The DAC minting is a separate function; not all 
registered assets call for a DAC. DACs are particularly useful when custodianship needs to be 
managed and proven. The transfer of custodianship of assets is facilitated and tracked by the 
movement of DACs from one digital wallet to another. 

 
DACs are also exchangeable tokens. As ‘proof of ownership’, DACs embody both 
ownership  rights and custodian responsibilities, as well as provides a digital cryptographically 
secure link between the digital asset identifier and the real asset that is being tracked. As 
exchangeable digital assets, they can be utilised in market-based transactions. The exchange 
of DACs is, as such, the basis of a marketplace for credentialed digital assets. 

7.2.3. Data Integrity via Multi-sigs 
For all <produce> and <measure> events, new data transactions would be signed in by 
relevant agents. To sign events to the blockchain, a Web3 wallet address is needed; and that 
this wallet must be approved to become a member of the Smart Trade Networks blockchain 
network. This approval is achieved through a multi-sig of all existing network members. 

 
A Web3 wallet enables a highly secure public-private key cryptographic protocol to be applied 
to manage and track the activities of participants. The real identity of a wallet account may or 
not be revealed; that is a business rule / regulatory consideration. While many original 
advocates of blockchain technologies praised the pseudo-anonymous properties of 
blockchain-enabled transactions, research from the team at Queensland University of 
Technology suggests that revealed identities in supply chain contexts may contribute to 
improved system integrity, because agents actively shape their own behaviour knowing that 
their reputations are at stake.  
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In the case study, the data was provided by the Fairview and DataLedger teams by way of 
scanned documents, photographs and videos and direct updates to an applicable REA data 
schema (in .csv format). Each <produce> and <measure> event was signed by the blockchain 
administration team, to expedite the implementation of the case study with minimal training 
required for members of the winery team. Not all documentation assets data was provided; 
however the physical processes were mapped and integrated with the SAWIS Wine of Origin 
certification (documentation) process to develop the proof of concept (POC) for a bottle of 
Credentialed Wine with a unique wine-backed digital identity. 

 
In ‘real world’ circumstances, data update signatories would be relevant agents active within 
the supply chain itself. For example, in the case of the wine supply chain, relevant agents would 
include, but not be limited to, the following: 

 
• Winemaker; 
• Transporter operators; 
• Warehouse managers; 
• Winery manager / supervisors; 
• Laboratory technicians; 
• Designated regulatory agency representative(s); 
• Marketing agent(s), and sales agent(s);  
• Wholesale distributors; 
• Insurers; 
• Finance providers; 
• Customs agents; and 
• Import agents etc. 

 
The protocol for data state updates is what we call a multi-sig. A multi-sig is a software tool, 
deployed on the blockchain, that establishes: 

 
• The signatories that can sign the update (which signatories, and the total membership 

of the signing circle); and 
• The signing threshold (the number of signatories needed from the signing circle for the 

update to be valid). 
The protocol enables existing signing circles to admit new members and remove members, 
subject to the signing threshold being complied with. The threshold can also be modified by 
members of the circle, in compliance with the threshold. The design architecture is thus an 
organic multi-sig tool, which can be configured to suit the requirements of any supply chain 
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circumstance or product supply chain in question. Consumers could also be provided with 
visibility to supply chain event data by way of notified updates, without being members of the 
signing circle. 

 

7.2.4. IOT and Data Integrity 
A common query is how does a blockchain mitigate the risk of bad data being registered 
immutably to the database. Our research team has led global research on understanding what 
is at stake when we try to establish a robust link between the ‘real world’ and its ‘digital twin’. 
There is certainly room for slippage, which results from either ‘bad actors’ or ‘bad data’ 
(inadvertent error; device failure etc.).  

 
A multi-layered approach is necessary to mitigate risks of this order. A transparent multi-sig 
methodology goes a long way to improving the overall data QA process, drawing on the old 
adage of ‘safety in numbers’. By requiring more than one signatory to sign data to the 
blockchain, we immediately introduce the idea of multiple sets of eyes scrutinising the data. 
Why would someone do that? The reason is that the cryptographic protocols for signing data 
means that signatories can be traced, so reputations are ‘on the line’ so to speak. The system 
protocol has in-built incentives to promote (a) due care and attention, and (b) reduced 
malfeasance. The multi-sig protocols can also take data feeds from a range of IOT devices and 
other digital data sources (e.g., existing servers). The STN solution suite, for example, includes 
a pre-configured RFID scanning gun, enabling direct registration of RFID chip-identified 
assets into the blockchain. Data ingestion via APIs to existing data sources is also a capability 
that is developed to meet the specific requirements of individual enterprises or sectors as a 
whole. 

7.2.5. Administration and Views 

Data State updates were administered via the blockchain C-Panel. The C-Panel provides 
complete access to all the functionality to administer a user account, including forming new 
signature circles, adding new members or removing members, registering new assets, 
updating asset measures and such like. The C-Panel is displayed at Figures 5 & 6 below. As the 
data state updates were administered by the blockchain administration team for the purposes 
of the case study, it is the Smart Trade Networks C-Panel. 
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Figure 5: Blockchain C-Panel 
 
 

 
Figure 6: Blockchain C-Panel 
 
Detailed data state update event views are shown at Appendix 1. The Appendix provides a 
detailed view of the administration interface supporting the asset registration and 
measurement updates processes. 
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8. The Rose Quartz ‘21 Supply Chain 
8.1. Linear  
Generally in a linear wine supply chain (Figure 7), products flow downstream from suppliers 
to the cellar and then to customers, often through a network of intermediaries and distribution 
centres (DCs). Conversely, payment flows upstream. Information flows in both directions.  

 

 

           
Figure 7: A typical linear wine supply chain 
 
Historical sales data is used to estimate future demand. Estimates are calibrated through a 
consensus process during sales and operations planning with collaboration from the sales, 
marketing, supply chain, and finance teams. The overall procedure follows various sequential 
steps and can be quite long and involved. This consensual forecast then trickles down to 
increasingly higher levels of detail, triggering a series of more specific planning activities and 
their execution, including the purchase of supplies, transportation, storage, movement, 
processing, and subsequently fulfillment. Each of these actions activates different entities 
across the supply chain, as information flows between stakeholders (agents), often in stages, 
activating new decisions and actions. Communication with the customer is aimed at 
influencing demand and, for the most part, involves a great deal of latency. 
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In short, data and the communications of data is the basis of coordination across a complex 
supply chain process in which multiple agents have specific areas of responsibility and often 
are required to manage their scopes within budget and time constraints. The current RQ21 
supply chain model is a linear and siloed (fragmented) operation. This is further sustained 
throughout the brand’s supply chain by the siloed SAWIS regulatory process. Planning is 
typically based on historical data with sequential actions and interactions throughout the 
execution process.     

Consumers are mostly disconnected and have minimal involvement in the creation and 
delivery of the product. The ultimate objective is primarily to ascertain product availability 
when the customer places an order or walks into a store. Every RQ’21 supply chain stakeholder 
must deal with its uncertainties, hence requiring them to engage in a sequence of planning and 
execution. Inventory is typically used to buffer uncertainty and prevent disruptions, stockouts, 
and lost sales.  

8.2. Digital  
The digitalization of the RQ’21 vintage started when its supply chain events and its wine of 
origin certification process were detailed and chronologically mapped. Each of the supply 
chain events was quantified according to a Resource, Event, Agent (REA) Schema to integrate 
the physical supply chain (resource, events) with the digital framework of the blockchain via 
the Agent or Subject Matter Expert (SME). DataLedger curated the information and uploaded 

it onto the WineLedger blockchain.  

 

8.2.1. Timing of Data Updates 
Where possible, supply chain event updates were registered in the first instance as close to 
when the events actually took place. This was subject to the availability of data from Fairview 
Wines. As much of the data was provided from multiple sources within Fairview Wines (the 
winemaker, the office administrator, the marketing team), coordinating a comprehensive set 
of data (information, images etc.) for each event meant some delays were inevitable. The 
extent to which data is ‘real time’, ‘near real time’ or is delayed is something to be evaluated 
with further discussions with industry. There are practical issues involved, which impact on 
resourcing and existing workflows.  
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Designing data ingestion processes and tools to streamline the coordination of data inputs 
from multiple sources (even from within a single organisation) for a single event is an 
important User Interface / User Experience consideration going forward. 

 
With that said, it should be noted that as a learning process for all involved, a final ‘cleaned’ 
set of events was registered for presentation purposes. The asset view links provided are to the 
‘cleaned’ set of events. 

 

8.2.2. Image and Video Storage 

Images and videos uploaded as event evidence to substantiate the veracity of events being 
recorded on the blockchain were stored in a number of databases, to facilitate an evaluation 
of possibilities. A combination of conventional centralised cloud and decentralised blockchain 
solutions were used.  

 
Image files have been stored in three different databases: 

 
1. Firebase - a Google service. 
2. Ibb.co - a specialist image library, with a centralised repository. 
3. IPFS - a decentralised protocol. 

 
Video files have been stored to (or retrieved from): 

 
1. YouTube - a centralised repository. 
2. Odyssee - a decentralised YouTube-like protocol, in which the files are stored across a 

distributed network of computers. 

 
In all cases, the uploading of files to these various databases was accomplished successfully. 
However, the various platforms deliver different kinds of data properties and user experiences, 
in particular: 

 
1. IPFS did not meet availability requirements, and was not a reliable data network for 

retrieving the files on an ‘in demand’ environment. Additionally, it should be noted 
that IPFS is ‘censorship’ resistant and ‘tamper’ resistant. In practice this means that 
files cannot be deleted once published. Furthermore the protocol does not enable 
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permissioned access control to files, which means the protocol is not always suitable 
for business applications where permissioned control / access may be needed. 

2. Odyssee also has the censorship and tamper resistant properties of IPFS, because of its 
decentralised architecture. The implications are the same: once uploaded, the files 
cannot be deleted (even by the person uploading them). When immutable records are 
needed, platforms like Odyssee and IPFS deliver strong security properties. However, 
there are clearly drawbacks. 

3. Odyssee was also inconsistent in its performance in terms of download and streaming 
times. In terms of an enhanced consumer experience, streaming lags and buffering are 
not desirable.  

 
When files are uploaded, these are also ‘hashed’ with their own unique cryptographic 
fingerprint. Combined with the transaction hash and block number, we thus produce the basis 
of data triangulation to confirm validity: file ‘hash’; transaction ‘hash’ and block number. All 
of these can be searched on the blockchain explorer and need to match for the data to be valid. 

 

8.2.3. Timestamps and Time of Events 

The blockchain creates an immutable timestamp on all transactions. These are shown in all 
asset views. However, the timestamp from the blockchain is not necessarily the same as the 
time at which the event took place. There can be a delay between when an event took place 
and when the event data update was undertaken. This delay can be for a range of reasons, 
including but not limited to: 

 
• Lack of network coverage at the location at which the event took place. 
• Lack of suitable data capture / ingestion capabilities. 
• Workflow impacts resulting in a delay between when an event took place and when it 

was recorded. In many supply chains, the ‘administration’ of events is often 
undertaken after the event actually took place, especially when the event takes place at 
a remote location. The administration of the event is undertaken at the office when the 
personnel return from the remote site. 

 
Enabling ‘real time’ or ‘near real time’ event updates via mobile devices could have the 
potential of providing greater accuracy and integrity in the overall dataset. Rather than rely 
upon the user providing details on the time and date of events, these details could be 
automatically populated from the mobile device itself. 
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8.2.4. Event Location 
Like time records, data on the location of events was based on the information recorded by the 
people involved in the supply chains. Enabling smartphone-GIS geolocation data to populate 
the relevant fields would be a desirable feature, though it should be noted that the GIS feature 
of mobile devices can - in theory - be hacked. In any event, the location of events recorded 
during the present case study was based on the data provided by the supply chain agents 
themselves, rather than from data derived from an electronic device. 

8.2.4.1. The Winemaking Event - Viniculture Transparency and 
Traceability 

 
The harvested grape varietals were picked-up, transported and dropped-off at the Fairview 
Cellar and separately pumped as whole-berry bunches to different tanks. The dates, different 
tank numbers (i.e., T2, T4, T6, T103, T113), resulting volumes (in Litres) and sugar levels of 
each of the varietals were all recorded by hand on a SAWIS green card. This was followed by 
the crushing of the grapes that was recorded on a BG6/WSR1 form, an internal harvest book, 
fermentation log sheets and a SAWIS grape book respectively with photographs and a 
YouTube video link. The different batches of crushed varietals were ascribed a WS number, 
and its sugar levels/fermentation were recorded by hand on fermentation log sheets. A 
WS/BG9 form was completed for testing and tasting of the wines at the Fairview in-house 
laboratory before blending after which the pressed juice was given a unique identification 
number or UID (303623) and were blended (59% Grenache Noir, 30% Cinsault, 11% 
Carignan). The wine was given a new unique ID number (456311) and stored in a different 
tank (T210). The process was also recorded on BG7 and BG8 SAWIS forms. 

8.2.4.1.1. Event 1: Notification to Harvest (Resource Produce) 
 
A ‘notification to harvest’ is the first formal event in a new vintage’s production. Within the 
context of an REA schema, the ‘notification’ is treated as a Resource, as without it, the 
subsequent activities would not be lawfully possible. The Resource is, in effect, a right to 
proceed with the harvest.  

 
The RQ21 vintage consists of three different blended varietals. The three varietals are 
Grenache Noir (Diamant Farm, Paarl), Cinsault (Diamant Farm, Paarl) and Carignan 
(Swartland) and are registered by SAWIS on BG1 forms. These involved three different 
harvesting events from three different blocks and two different areas (Paarl and the 
Swartland).  
The ‘notification of harvest’ registration event recorded data according to the following 
schema. This schema is structured in a .csv format, enabling ease of system interoperability: 
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1. A Unique Identification Number (UID). This is system generated 
2. An image to display when the event is queried (Product Sales Image) 
3. Asset Type 
4. Producer 
5. Origin 
6. Cultivate 
7. WS Number 
8. Single Vineyard Block 
9. Naturally Dried 
10. Noble Late Harvest 
11. Cultivars to be pressed together 
12. Date of harvest 

 
The data schema also provides for additional ‘event evidence’ files, which can be included as 
links to documents or other digital files e.g. videos or images. For this event, we did not include 
any ‘event evidence’ links. Data and images, where applicable, were provided by Fairview 
Wines. The data was reviewed by the DataLedger project team; where there were queries, these 
were clarified through communications with Fairview Wines. In practice, what was being 
undertaken was a multi-sig process, off-chain, whereby multiple agents took responsibility to 
review the data before it was proposed and published to the blockchain.  

 

8.2.4.1.2. Event 2: BG1 & BG3 (Measure Updates) 
 
The next events to be registered to the blockchain related to the applicable BG1 and BG3 forms. 
At present, these forms are first completed by hand at Fairview Wines, and subsequently 
uploaded into the SAWIS portal.  
 
For the case study, we emulated the details required on the forms and created a data schema 
within our database administrative architecture to enable the uploading of the relevant data. 
We did not seek to digitalise the forms per se, though this is clearly a logical path to explore. 
Ensuring form digitalisation seamlessly interacts with the existing SAWIS and database 
requires further research and engagement with SAWIS. The BG1 and BG3 measure updates 
added to the timeline of the Notification to Harvest.  
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8.2.4.1.3. Event 3: The Harvest Event (Resource Produce) - Viticulture Transparency 
and Traceability 

 
Each vineyard block, in accordance with the Wine of Origin certification process, was 
registered on a BG3 application form to record the block name and number, type of grape 
varietal, number of vines, block size in hectares and the SAWIS farm number (refer Event 2 
Measure Update).  Each grape harvest event involved the registration of a new asset  to the 
blockchain: ‘harvested grapes’. There were five separate harvest events in total. The data 
schema supporting the ‘harvest grapes’ asset produce event included the following: 

 
• UID (system produced) 
• Product Sales Image 
• Short Description 
• Asset Type (harvested grapes) 
• Previous Asset IDS 
• Harvest Date 
• Cultivar_BG1 
• Block_BG3 

 
The harvest events were recorded by pictures, YouTube-videos and in hand-written ‘harvest 
books’ that reflected the harvest date, cultivar, block number, sugar and mass at the time of 
harvesting. The data state update supported the addition of event evidence files, such as 
images and links to PDF documents, as well as videos. For the case study, in this instance, we 
did not add these additional files. 

 
The most important aspect of the data schema is the <Previous Asset IDS> field. This field 
relates to the UID of the ‘notification of harvest’ asset (Event 1). Linking the new asset with a 
previously registered asset begins the process of creating immutable linkages between the 
events, the assets and the agents involved in signing the updates. This can be seen in the asset 
view (Figure 8), where towards the bottom of the screen is a clickable link to the previous 
asset.  The Previous Asset IDs links are traceable data threads that connect from ‘top to tail’. 
This provides complete provenance traceability for any asset registered in accordance with the 
REA schema.  
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Figure 8: Asset view (Harvested Grapes) showing clickable link to Previous Asset 
IDs 

 
At a data integrity level, these links are also immutably connected via the series of blocks upon 
which these updates are registered as transactions (with unique transaction [tx] hashes), and 
the preceding blocks, where each block is linked to the preceding one via cryptographic ‘tag’. 
This is shown in Figure 9. The Transaction Hash can also be readily copied with the click of a 
button, so that the user can conveniently paste the Hash into the STN blockchain explorer to 
query the blockchain and independently confirm that (a) the hash exists on the blockchain, 
and (b) the hash number is found in the block whose number also matches that shown in the 
asset view. 
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Figure 9: Asset View (Harvested Grapes) showing Block Number & Transaction 
Hash 
 
8.2.4.1.4. Event 4: Pickup and Dropoff (Measure Updates) 
 
The next set of events to be updated to the blockchain concerning the harvested grapes are 
described as pickup and drop-off events. These are transport events, where assets are collected 
at one location and dropped off at another location. 

 
Onsite registration of pickup events was not possible within the scope of the POC case study. 
To do this would have required the deployment of mobile data capture capabilities, enabling 
field workers to undertake the event updates themselves. At the time of the case studies, a 
convenient to use mobile interface was not available.  
The pickup and drop-off events were tracked in accordance with the following data schema: 
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• UID 
• Pick up date 
• Pick up location 
• Event evidence 
• Drop off date 
• Drop off location 

 
In the POC the data upload interface was via the desktop C-Panel, and .csv files. The design 
premise of enabling .csv files to be uploaded is to ensure the digital infrastructure can readily 
pair with most existing information databases, which can export data in .csv file format.  

 
Unlike previous events, we included an Event evidence file links as part of this event update. 
Two evidence types were included: links to GoogleDocs and photos of the events. The link to 
GoogleDocs was to evaluate the extent to which existing, widely used business software tools 
(like Google) could be readily incorporated within a blockchain-enabled events tracking 
schema. The case study demonstrates that this can be accomplished, providing a means by 
which the underlying technology can work with tools such as the Google Suite, which are 
common across many small and medium businesses.  
 

8.2.4.1.5. Event 5: Measure Event of the Harvest (Measure Update) 
 
The next event recorded to the blockchain related to asset measure updates in relation to the 
harvest. The data schema for this event provided for the following: 

 
• UID; 
• Tank Number 
• Weight (Kg) 
• Sugar 
• Event Evidence 

Event evidence files included images of the weight and linked files to the scanned hand-
written notebooks from the winemaker (Figure 10).  
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Figure 10: Linked Event Evidence File 
 
The data uploaded to the blockchain was transcribed from the handwritten file notes provided. 
This transaction opened up a number of issues. Of note are: 

 
• The risk of human error in the transcription of data. This is a perennial issue when it 

comes to the interface between handwritten notes and encoding to a computer system. 
Resolving queries required confirming with the original author, which often resulted 
in process inefficiencies arising from time delays in being able to provide responses to 
queries. 

• The involvement of multiple ‘eyes’ in reviewing the data reinforced the underlying 
strength of a multi-sig process in data validation. Even if data was originally inputted 
via a digital form interface (as opposed to being a handwritten notepad), human error 
is still possible. By requiring multiple ‘eyes’ to review the data minimised the risk of 
inadvertent error. 
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8.2.4.1.6. Event 6: Producing Juice (new asset produce event) 
 
The next registered event was the production of the juice (from a crushing of the harvest 
grapes). The data schema for this event update included the following: 

 
• UID (this is automatically generated as a new asset for the juice). 
• Product Sales Image 
• Short Description 
• Asset Type 
• Previous Asset IDS 
• WS 
• Crushing Location 
• Crushing Date 
• Volume Litres 
• Tank Number 

 
Again, note the presence of the Previous Asset IDs field, and refer to the commentary provided 
above in relation to the significance of the data field. Data was originally provided by way of 
scanned PDF files of printed and handwritten documents as relevant. The project 
administration team then transcribed the data into the database for upload. Again, the issues 
previously discussed concerning this process are relevant in this event. Future design 
considerations arising from this event experience include: 

 
• Integrating smart device GIS data for spatial location; 
• Integrating the time and date data from smart devices for time of event data; and 
• Evaluating the merits of digital volume measures, with API data feeds to deliver device-

to-blockchain data flows. 

 

8.2.4.1.7. Event 7: Test and Tasting (measure) 
 
The winemaker periodically tests and tastes the juices as they ferment. Each of these events is 
recorded as an asset measure update. For the purposes of the POC, a single test and tasting 
measure update was recorded with the following as the applicable data schema: 

 
• UID 
• WS/BG9 for provisional approval re tasting / test analysis 
• Testing Location 
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• Testing Date 
• Testing Temperature 
• Testing Sugar 
• Evidence Files (multiple) 

 
Data was provided by the winemaker by way of fermentation logs. Data was then transcribed 
by the project administration team and verified with the winemaker. Again, refer to previous 
discussions concerning the issues related to the transcription of data. 

 

8.2.4.1.8. Event 8: Blending (produce new asset) 
 
The next event saw the blending of the previous assets into a new blended asset. The data 
schema for this event included the following: 

 
• UID 
• Short Description 
• Asset Type 
• Previous Asset IDS 
• Blending_%_BG6 
• Blending Location 
• Blending Date 
• Tank Number 
• To WSB 
• Event Evidence 

 
Note the Previous Asset IDs field, which links back to the juices from the three different 
varietals. Data was provided by way of winemaker notes and transcribed to the database by 
the administration team. The notes were uploaded as part of the event evidence. 

 

8.2.4.1.9. Event 9: Bottling (new batched asset registered) 
 

After the blend is produced, the wine is then bottled. The bottling event registers a new asset 
to the blockchain, which is the ‘batched’ asset (all the bottles of the batch). This is distinct from 
the individual bottoms (refer Event 10 below). The bottling batch event data schema covered 
the following: 

• UID 
• Product Sales Image 
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• Short Description 
• Asset Type 
• Previous Asset IDS 
• Bottling Location 
• Bottling Date 

 
Data was provided by way of notes (handwritten and printed documents, together with 
relevant forms - BG11 and BG11A), and was transcribed in accordance with the schema. 
Additional data on production volumes was also provided but redacted from updating to the 
blockchain. 

 

8.2.4.1.10. Event 10: Labelling - (individual bottles registered and Digital Asset 
Certificates minted) 

 
The last event registered to the blockchain for this case study was the labelling event. The 
bottling of the RQ’21 vintage took place on-site at the Fairview Cellar. A BG11 SAWIS form was 
completed for final tasting and testing of the wines. A pink SAWIS card was filled in where the 
date, bottling lot number, total litres and bottles, number of bottles removed were recorded 
accompanied by the bottling quality control document. The entire bottling and labelling 
process was captured on video and stored on a YouTube link.  

 
The labelling event saw the registration of individual bottles of wine, each with unique IDs. As 
each unique bottle of wine was registered, a corresponding non-fungible Digital Asset 
Certificate (DAC) was minted. Each DAC is equivalent to what is commonly referred to as an 
NFT, a tradeable unique digital asset tracked on blockchains. The DAC is part of the digital 
protective capabilities to mitigate risks of product counterfeiting or illicit trading. 

 
While it is always possible for the real products to be tampered with, and for traditional 
‘security seals’ to be emulated, immutable non-fungible digital assets like DACs cannot be 
duplicated. Moreover, each unique DAC is just that: unique. A single DAC can exist in one 
wallet at any moment in time only; it cannot appear in more than one wallet. As such, it is easy 
to prove ownership of a DAC. By linking a DAC with a physical trace (eg., QR Code; RFID UID; 
smart fingerprint), a multi-dimensional authentication system is put into place: 

 
1. Stakeholders can interrogate the scan attached to the physical object and query its 

provenance. By tracing the asset back through its life’s journey, and if so desired 
independently querying the blockchain explorer to confirm that the transaction and 
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asset hashes are present and are located in the blocks they are meant to be on, one can 
begin to have confidence in the authenticity of the product itself. 

2. At the same time, even if one can be confident in the authenticity of the product, one 
can undertake a further check with the counterparty: does the counterparty have 
possession of the corresponding DAC?  

 
No transaction should be undertaken unless both conditions are satisfied; namely that the 
product provenance is proved on the blockchain and that the seller can show possession of the 
corresponding DAC. The transaction should involve the transfer of both the physical object 
and the DAC. The DAC is a blockchain-native digital asset, and thus a blockchain-tracked 
transaction is the most secure means by which post-sales provenance can be assured. Without 
the exchange of a DAC, the transaction cannot be described as fully fraud mitigated. 

 

8.3. Post Production Possibilities 
To date, this is where the RQ21 case study has ended. However, there are other possibilities 
that could be considered on the basis of the implementations undertaken to date. The 
remainder of this section of the report discusses some of these possibilities. 

8.3.1. Enhanced Digital Experiences 
The wine of origin seal and number can now be an embedded into a QR code with an 
immutable blockchain hash function that captured and recorded the entire winemaking 
process of the RQ’21 vintage, converting each bottle into a unique digital identity or digital 
asset certificate (DAC) that is secured by a wine asset. The QR code can be scanned by a smart 
phone camera on the shelf that allows for the consumer to interact with the brand, be assured 
of the brand authenticity and provides a feedback loop mechanism either via the mobile or a 
web-based interface. 

8.3.2.  Proof of Consumption 
The DAC can also play a powerful role in other aspects of the supply chain. The REA schema, 
based on the information provided by Fairview, traced the harvesting, winemaking, bottling 
and labelling events of the RQ’21 vintage. This information was uploaded on the WineLedger 
blockchain protocol. The Wine of Origin certification process for the RQ’21 vintage can now 
be linked to its full supply chain traceability.  
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9. Findings and Next Step 
9.1. Overview 
The need for traceability in the South African wine value chain is becoming inevitable as a 
result of increased counterfeiting, adulteration and illicit trading of its wine brands both 
locally and globally. At the same time, consumers are demanding more information about the 
products they purchase. To solve these challenges, the wine industry needs a system that 
integrates its Wine of Origin Scheme (WO) certification process with the traceability of each 
bottle of wine so that the consumer can verify the entire wine production process from grape 
to glass. For this to happen, credible data is needed. 
 
The current South African Wine Industry Information and Systems (SAWIS) Wine of Origin 
Scheme, whilst robust in design, should now make use of new and emerging technologies that 
are better designed to be effective against data fraud and simplify access of product 
information by consumers, for sale purposes and by regulators for compliance purposes. The 
Integrated Wine Production (IPW) System currently identifies the origin of wine in terms of 
region, cultivar and environmental sustainability, but using new technologies could build 
upon this data to bring a guarantee of authenticity of data too. Extra data layers can also be 
added to create marketing opportunities around this new and verified data that buyers can be 
confident in. The South African wine industry therefore needs a solution to ensure authenticity 
and provenance of every bottle of wine offered to the consumer.  
 
In order to meet these objectives, WineLedger offers a blockchain-enabled solution that allows 
supply chain actors to credential wine products with proof of its provenance. It aims to 
empower the South African wine industry to reform and build a new and more competitive 
digital compliant wine supply chain. This digital supply chain will enhance the current SAWIS 
process to produce, collect, validate, store, disseminate and consume data to enable a smooth 
and reliable exchange and trade of credentialed products and services to better navigate 
emerging digital age and post-COVID market conditions that could lead to better NFIs and 
more sustainable price points. 

9.2. Design and Operational Learnings 
 
The case study provided important and valuable insights into the practical design and 
application challenges and opportunities for blockchain-based technology solutions in the 
South African wine industry. Key learnings are: 
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1. Blockchain awareness was low amongst business executives; 
2. Personnel are busy people - seamless integration into workflows is key; 
3. Continued dominance of “paper+” with double handling of information as it needs to 

be entered into a database; 
4. SAWIS reporting is after the event (not real time); 
5. SAWIS performance reviews are after the event post hoc audits. This consumes a lot of 

time and effort, from all parties. Real time compliance reporting can improve risk 
profiling and prevention intervention, rather than post hoc intervention; 

6. Asymmetrical data distribution is sustained by siloed wine supply chain structures and 
prevents transparency and product traceability 

7. Real time reconciliation of data can assist in minimising non compliance  
 
These learnings need to be incorporated into future technology and implementation process 
designs, to enable a progressive empowering of supply chain actors (be they individuals, 
businesses or agencies).  

9.3. Reasons to Act Now 
The technological and market landscape are in flux. Being future-ready is critical to successful 
business decision-making today. The WineLedger case study has highlighted the following key 
drivers for strategic action and preparation. 
 

1. Cybersecurity risks - these are growing, and will continue to intensify as cyber 
criminals seek easier targets. A migration to more decentralised systems is a strong 
mitigation against future risks of cybersecurity incursions. A blockchain-enabled data 
ecosystem is the logical evolution of enterprise data management. 

2. Digitalisation of trade is increasingly the norm. China’s market, for example, will 
increasingly digitalise. As the world’s largest trading nation, the Chinese directions will 
impact the platforms and infrastructure that will support trade into the future. Put 
plainly, if you’re not on that wavelength you’ll miss out. The low risk consequence is to 
lose competitiveness as transaction frictions grow and the time it takes to process 
cross-border compliance extends. Time means money, and the blockchain-enabled fast 
lane is the main way to achieve process savings. Worse, however, is the risk of being 
left out altogether. 

3. Market access increasingly contingent on satisfying data requirements. Basic cross-
border administration compliance is one thing, but there are new considerations. For 
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example, the European Union’s introduction of carbon adjustment mechanisms will 
require exporters to demonstrate compliance with these new requirements, or be 
exposed to additional costs. 

4. Consumers are becoming more sophisticated and are demanding greater transparency 
of entire supply chains. They’re also looking for new phygital experiences, and the 
decentralised platforms of Web3 technologies make this possible.  

5. The global wine industry as a whole is tackling the worsening challenges of product 
counterfeiting. Inaction on mitigating counterfeiting risk exposes enterprises to 
diminished future value or loss of consumer trust.  

 
Future proofing is more than a catchphrase. That’s because the future is already here. 

9.4. Strategic Roadmap 
 
A strategic roadmap provides guidance on the sequence of implementation of technology-
enabled solutions to amplify the global competitiveness of South Africa’s wine industry and 
optimise future supply chain value.  

 
DataLedger has a structured approach to designing and implementing solutions for 
enterprises and industries. Introducing new technologies requires a two-way understanding 
of sector and enterprise challenges and needs, and to identify the relevant stakeholders that 
will help shape the ongoing growth and dynamism of the sector going forward. This approach 
is summarised in the 4-Phase Roadmap (Figure 11). This 4-Phase Roadmap is consistent with 
the approaches and frameworks that we have been working with other industry sectors on. 
Compatibility means greater efficiencies (cost and time), as well as opportunities to realise 
leveraged benefits through the cultivation of nation-wide critical mass in core skills and 
knowledge. 
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Figure 11: Phases for Implementation and Scaling Beyond POC 

Phase 1 

Phase 1, the Proof of Concept has been completed. We are now in a position to progress to 
Phases 2 and 3, either sequentially or as overlapping initiatives.  

Phase 2 

Phase 2 would focus on achieving the following Core Outcomes. 
 
Core Outcome 1: Digitalisation of wine industry compliance documentation, so as to 
streamline compliance with the robust SAWIS regulatory regime. Streamlined compliance has 
the following benefits: 

 
1. Lower costs to industry, by: 

1. Reducing double handling of data - relevant stakeholders are updated at the 
same time when new data is submitted to the blockchain during the supply 
chain process; 

2. Reducing data entry error from transferring handwritten information to 
computer databases - a convenient App-based data entry interface creates a 
unified approach throughout the supply chain; 
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2. Enhance compliance performance, by: 
1. Integrating SAWIS compliance with the ability to proceed to next stages in 

supply chain activities. This means ‘real time’, or ‘near real-time’ compliance 
and notifications of non-compliance; 

2. Streamlined SAWIS oversight so that resources can be effectively channelled 
into areas of high compliance risk, and to ongoing industry education and 
capacity building. 

 
Core Outcome 2: Expand on the phygitalisation (physical and digital integration) of 
consumer experiences. Integrating supply chain provenance data transparency to enhanced 
consumer pre-sales and post-sales experiences is key to translating technical functionality into 
increased value for the supply chain and wine producers. The benefits of this Core Outcome 
include: 

 
1. Increased sales volume and value, capitalising on the trend of younger consumers 

consuming less but spending more; 
2. Increased customer retention (loyalty) through the development of cohesive 

ecosystems; and 
3. Reducing customer acquisition costs through activated referral and loyalty schemes, 

utilising blockchain-enabled mechanisms to deliver rewards. 

 
Core Outcome 3: Shorter supply chains. Value retention aims to align the distribution of 
total supply chain revenues to those activities that create value. By shortening the supply 
chain, the aim is to remove where appropriate and possible non-value creating intermediaries. 
More direct engagement between consumers and producers creates opportunities to: 

 
1. Grow brand loyalty (see Core Outcome 2); 
2. Increase value retention (or reduce value leakage), which can be shared between 

producers and consumers; 
3. Reduce supply chains risks, by enabling consumer pre-purchasing with risk-mitigation 

in supply chains achieved through transparency; and 
4. Enable consumers to pre-purchase and support this with future capacity to trade this 

pre-purchase opportunity. 
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Phase 3 

Phase 3 is principally about payments and related financial functionalities. It has application 
to both domestic and global markets. Phase 3 focuses on the following Core Outcomes. 

 
Core Outcome 1: Cross-border data flows delivered in a legally compliant and technically 
seamless manner. Alignment of digital documentation with the requirements of different 
national laws on data security, privacy and localisation will be a precondition for future trade-
related data flows. By working with the STN team, DataLedger can provide the South African 
wine industry with access to a legally compliant technical architecture to support data flows. 
Core Outcome 2: Cross-border payments via digital wallets enabled. This will be 
implemented in different ways depending on the counterparty involved. For example, in the 
China market, integration with China’s electronic invoicing platforms will be necessary. The 
electronic invoicing platform has been trialled since 2018 (in Shenzhen), and ensures 
appropriate duties are collected / paid. Importantly, an electronic invoice will also be a 
necessary condition of market entry. By working with the STN team, DataLedger can provide 
the South African wine industry with access to a compliant and technically interoperable 
platform to support cross border payments into China and elsewhere. 
Core Outcome 3: Grow the China market. This will be achieved through the integration of 
digital and physical infrastructure. The DataLedger capability delivers a unique combination 
of digital infrastructure with offline resources in the China marketplace, through its 
membership of the STN global network. The China-side infrastructure includes: 

 
1. Licensed wine import structure (based in Guangzhou); 
2. Online e-commerce store (for credentialed distribution); 
3. National online and offline retail distribution partners (130+ stores); 
4. National network of wholesale food services partners (eg. hotels, culinary associations, 

hoteliers associations and wholesale distributors, which act as group purchase agents); 
5. Bonded warehousing (Shenzhen and Beihai); 
6. Digital marketing services, including an integrated digital production suite to support 

live streaming, advertorial production etc., to reach the increasingly digital native 
consumer population. These facilities are in Shenzhen. 

 
Core Outcome 4: Consolidate EU markets. This will be achieved through the 
implementation of compliant data architectures to address issues associated with the carbon 
adjustment mechanism, so as to ensure South African wine exporters are not penalised going 
forward. 
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9.5. Why Us – An Invitation to Action 
 
We are a blockchain business development, advisory and skills training business that designs, 
develops, implements, and supports blockchain infrastructures and platforms to enable 
decentralized applications for rapid deployment in supply chains. We provide blockchain 
development services from building a PoC to setting up a decentralized application, deploying 
it on the cloud or on-premise and maintaining it after the development stage. This involves 
identifying the problem to be solved, co-creating a solution for the problem with the client, 
designing the appropriate blockchain solution, developing a Proof of Concept (PoC) for a 
Minimal Viable Product (MVP), offering marketing and product support post-implementation 
and, provide mentorship and training along the entire process.  
 
We recently completed a blockchain-enabled PoC/MVP build for the CSIR to digitize the 
Moringa supply chain for emerging Black farmers. Our focus and objectives are to streamline 
business operations and to make it more secure and transparent. We have the product 
management and technical capabilities to guide the client’s industry knowledge and expertise 
for impactful and innovative change in their organizations and industries. Our assembled 
Team has amassed decades of industry experience and real world success across several 
continents including Africa, Europe, Australia and Asia. This uniquely positions us to be the 
partner of choice when it comes to activities involving the implementation and integration of 
blockchain solutions as a convergence platform. 
 
DataLedger invites industry stakeholders to join us on this journey to consolidate and enhance 
the global competitiveness of the South African wine industry, and deliver data-enabled 
sustainability for all industry stakeholders. We want to partner with industry experts to 
develop specialised applications of our core technological infrastructure and capabilities and 
are seeking to work with regulatory bodies and wine businesses to develop, co-create and 
execute on the 4 core outcomes above. 
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Appendix 1 – Detailed C-Panel Screenshots 

 

WineLedger Asset Registration Screen Shots  

 

Overview 

This slide deck displays the screen shots of the key interactions when a new asset is registered 
on the STN blockchain through to the minting of the corresponding Digital Asset Certificate 
(non-fungible token).  

Three steps of a complete asset tracking process are presented here: 

 
Step 1: registration of a “notification to harvest” which is the first event in the production 
process.  

Step 2: registration of a blended wine, which is the bulk product.  

Step 3: registration of individual bottles of wine, which is the end product of the entire process.  

The procedure captured in these screen shots consumed in aggregate approximately 4.5 
minutes for all three parts of the supply chain.  

The steps demonstrated through this presentation show the levels and types of security and 
data integrity that are built into the system. This includes the application of tools like multi-
signature verifications and authorisations, and the generation of unique transaction receipts 
and digital certificates for data uploads and for assets themselves.  

The data production process creates a ‘bread crumb trail’ of data, which can be reviewed and 
audited. The multi-sig thresholds can also act as real-time quality control steps, integrated 
with regulatory / documentary requirements.  
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Appendix 2 - About Smart Trade Networks  
 
Smart Trade Networks is a global blockchain-enabled technology solutions developer, focused 
on supply chains, digital assets, and cross-border trade transactions. The STN team is based 
in Australia, where it undertakes a range of internationally leading R&D initiatives in 
partnership with Queensland University of Technology (QUT) and the Commonwealth 
Government-funded Future Food Systems Cooperative Research Centre.  

 
The R&D team has an extensive track record of peer-reviewed publications, reflecting global 
recognition of their expertise in the design and implementation of distributed ledger systems 
and technologies. The team has expertise in systems design, supply chain data and risk 
analytics, behavioural economics, cryptography, mechanism design and game theory, 
computer science, data science and ontology, legal analytics (specialising in cross-border trade 
and data law) and social behaviour studies.  

 
The team has pioneered the development of blockchain-enabled solutions in the Australian 
red meat sector, for which it has been recognised with 2 Good Design Australia Awards (2020). 
The BeefLedger project is one of the world’s first real life applications of the new technology 
and supported the successful shipment of 1.5T of Australian premium beef to China in early 
2019. The work in red meat now extends to project collaborators in South America, China, 
Japan and South Africa.  

 
The STN ecosystem includes over 30 projects globally, which continues to grow. Projects can 
be found across multiple countries, and are active in areas such as food systems (beef, tuna, 
horticulture), wine and liquor, energy (especially in carbon tracking and green hydrogen 
guarantee of origin standards development and verification), biodegradable packaging, 
insurance, art, recreational vehicles, property, decentralised cloud storage and cross-chain 
interoperability infrastructure.  

 
For more information: www.smarttradenetworks.com 
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Appendix 3 - About DataLedger 
 

DataLedger is a blockchain development company based in South Africa. The DataLedger 
Blockchain Platform is powered by the Smart Trade Networks (STN) , a general purpose 
blockchain technology infrastructure. It mobilises a combination of mature and emerging IOT 
technologies, coupled with the power of blockchain, to unlock efficiencies and drive 
authentication-based value growth in diverse supply chains. Our model is to partner with 
industry experts to develop specialised applications of our core technological infrastructure 
and capabilities. In this regard, DataLedger is a ‘wholesale information infrastructure’ group, 
working with experts in their field to design and implement industry-specific solutions.  

We seek to extend our expertise through collaborations to find new combinations of 
technology and real-world applications that can grow value and optimise enterprise, supply 
chain and community sustainability and competitiveness.  We are actively seeking partners on 
the African Continent with a thirst for driving beneficial economic, social and ecological 
impact through the application of cutting-edge technologies and systems. Whether it is in 
sectors like food and wine production, or mining and water resources management, through 
to high-value collectibles, our data credentialing and management capabilities are ready to be 
deployed.  

Our value proposition is that our wholesale data architecture, systems and capabilities can be 
rapidly deployed into new ecosystems. This means cost efficiencies and speed to market for 
anyone seeking to exploit the opportunities of blockchain-enabled asset authentication and 
finance solutions. At our core, our record keeping and provenance system tracks asset and 
product data accurately through RFID tags and other smart scanning interfaces. Asset and 
event data are, once validated, distributed in real time in a transparent and immutable manner 
via our blockchain protocol to all relevant stakeholders for consensus decision making and 
execution. Our smart contract-enabled tracking and traceability system supports the 
authentication of asset and product quality claims. Our data architecture supports the design 
and development of industry specific regulatory compliance solutions. Authenticated and 
trustworthy data are central to cost effectively detecting fraud at any point in the supply chain. 

For more information: www.dataledger.co.za 

 


